Go the Distance / Recession-Proof Listing and Sales by Al Lewis

Welcome:

Survive the presently occurring financial crisis, all that follow, and thrive financially in real estate when everyone else fails by being-in or affiliated-with a recession-proof listing and sales program that not only provides future-money (commission earning opportunity), but what I call today-money as well (cash flow).

Do this when the economy tanks without having to switch hats in a negative way to survive by chasing hard luck sellers and discount-oriented buyers to make ends meet: REOs, Short Sales, NODs, Foreclosures, Probates and such. This will prove lucrative for a few, but a dismal unprofitable practice for most.

Though you can’t tell by looking, in California-alone more than one and a half-million brokers, agents, and companies have come and gone during my time in real estate, a time spanning six decades as of 2020, brokers, agents and companies of every mark by the tens-of-thousands following each economic downturn.


All effect the listing and sale of real estate; some less than others, some so greatly as to cause up to 70% of active real estate agents to leave the business within a year’s time and the same percentage of real estate companies to close their doors.

I survived each and thrived financially by making an effort to work with Intelligence and not Time and Money alone as though working longer hours and spending more money will solve all things when things go bad. They won’t. A more adept path to success is the adoption and practice alongside or commensurate with things you now do of a low-cost systematic method for working with higher economic-oriented clientele not affected by economic downturns the same way mainstream buyers and sellers are.

They are (1) Buyers and Sellers of Higher-End Properties in the Best Neighborhoods; (2) Buyers and Sellers of Custom Homes, Estates, and Resort-Oriented Residences wherever located and (3) The Building Trade.

Sidebar / If at the time of your reading (you believe) we are in a pre-tsunami economy, what better time to prepare for success-when-things-go-bad than now. Get in and get going. Both your income today and income tomorrow will be impacted by your expanding or focusing your business and real estate oriented listing and sales activities in this direction whether you are alone or for your company and associates.

If you are ambitious enough to make the effort to both plan and work with intelligence to build a sustainable career in real estate irrespective of what the economy throws at you then, whether an individual, company or franchise-oriented enterprise with or without an already established Luxury Homes Division, why not look over a long-seasoned plan for doing that put forth by a long-experienced knowhow broker who still, after decades of success, walks-the-talk and calls-the-talk, all can work with me to do this. Success for most is found on the far side of failure. Bypass the curve completely in affiliation (or association) with me.

There’s a storm brewing and, when gone, another just around the corner. Count on it. Some will survive and thrive in spite of them. Let that be you. I will show you how to do this quickly with ease in Partnership with me.

You’ll always be glad you took action on this.

Call Any Time to Talk: 714-744-0617.

Best wishes.

Parkside Homes
58 Single Family Homes in Loma Linda
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